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                    Notes
	A clever use repeated in this book. See, for example, discussion on the precautionary principle, pp. 138–142.


	Particular bile is reserved for Romano Prodi, a Commission President, who it would seem let politicisation run away with rationalisation. See, for example, his intervention in conflicts over the Growth and Stability Pact (pp. 170–171).


	The notion is derived from the writings of J.S. Mill, but again rhetorically distorted as powers to remove an executive power are translated into ‘standards’ of oversight over the executive power (pp. 79).


	Majone is wholly correct. The European Commission does not have the resources to regulate Europe. Even worse, it is prone to the confusion of regulatory and integrative goals. Technical regulation would far better be undertaken by networks of national and European agencies, each controlled by the gamut of accountability mechanisms that stretch from budgetary review to judicial oversight.


	Madison's greatest contribution to constitutional theory was his rationalisation and democratisation of the mixed constitution. The creation of the fictional demos and the re-pluralisation of its powers took note of the pluralism inherent in Blackstone's original formulations, but, at the same time, overcame the authoritarianism and class schism of a division between regal, aristocratic and common estates.


	And indeed, Majone implicitly accepts such explicit post-modern arguments since he argues that credibility of European regulation is damaged by virtue of its discrimination against the national economies of countries who do not form a part of the European Union particularly in relation to agriculture policies (Chapter 6).
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